Oscillatory instability of buoyancy convection in a laterally heated cube with perfectly thermally conducting horizontal boundaries is studied. The effect of the spanwise boundaries on the oscillatory instability onset is studied. The problem is treated by Krylov-subspace-iteration based Newton and Arnoldi methods. The Krylov basis vectors are calculated by a novel approach that involves the SIMPLE iteration and a projection onto a space of functions satisfying all linearized and homogeneous boundary conditions. The finite volume grid is gradually refined from 100 3 to 256 3 finite volumes. A self-sustaining oscillatory process responsible for the instability onset is revealed, visualized and explained.
Introduction
Buoyancy convection of air in a laterally heated square cavity is a widely recognized benchmark problem used for validation of numerical methods. It was proposed in [1] and since then is being mainly used for comparison of calculated steady flows. Later it was extended to compare calculated critical parameters of the primary steady -oscillatory transition. The reader is referred to book [2] for the details and the references. With the growth of computer power the twodimensional formulation was replaced with the three-dimensional one, and the benchmark quality results for 3D steady flows are known and cross-verified [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Study of the primary instability of steady flows requires computation of the critical parameters via the comprehensive linear stability analysis, which involves direct computation of steady flows and eigenvalues of the linearized problem. This task has become affordable for 2D base flows (see [7] [8] [9] [10] and references therein), but remains a challenge for fully three-dimensional problems.
Until now, the steady -oscillatory transition of buoyancy convection in a cube was studied by straight-forward time integration of the governing equations [11] [12] [13] [14] . While this approach is the simplest, its disadvantages are well-known, and the results exhibit a considerable scatter [11] . This study presents the first attempt to study stability of buoyancy convection in a 3D laterally heated cube by direct Krylov-subspace-based Newton and Arnoldi solvers with the goal to obtain grid convergent stability results. We begin with a cubical box with perfectly thermally conducting horizontal boundaries, for which the critical Grashof number is relatively small [11, 13] . The spanwise vertical boundaries are considered to be either perfectly thermally conducting of perfectly insulated, so that there are two similar, but different problems to study.
In the following, we formulate the problem and briefly describe the numerical method, as well as our method of visualization of three-dimensional divergence-free velocity field [15, 16] .
Evaluation of the Krylov vectors for BiCGstab (2) , GMRES and Arnoldi Krylov-subspace-based iteration methods [17] is carried out using the novel approach. It is based on the SIMPLE iteration [18] for the velocity part and projection onto a suitable functional space for the temperature part of a Krylov vector. The SIMPLE procedure was already applied for this purpose in [19] . The projection of the temperature part of the Krylov vector onto the space of grid functions satisfying the boundary conditions is applied here for the first time.
In the "Results" section we start by reporting the convergence of the critical parameters varying the finite volume grid gradually from 100 3 to 256 3 nodes. Then we compare obtained 3D results with the known 2D ones and argue that transition to unsteadiness in the 2D and 3D cases is similar. Then, focusing on the two-dimensional case, we offer an explanation of the oscillatory self-sustaining process, which triggers the oscillatory instability. Considering then the threedimensional case we identify a similar self-sustaining process, thus confirming the observed similarity. Using the above mentioned visualization, we describe also additional three-dimensional effects that appear in the fully 3D model.
In the course of results reporting and discussions, and comparison with fully non-linear timedependent calculations of [11] we arrive to an assumption about a sub-critical character of the two 3D bifurcations computed, which is yet to be verified. We argue also that the previous conclusions about the Rayleigh-Bénard mechanism of these instabilities [10, 13] are not completely correct.
We show that the buoyancy effects play a crucial role in the instability, however the whole process differs from the classical Rayleigh-Bénard scenario.
Formulation of the problem
We consider natural convection of an incompressible fluid in a cubic cavity, whose opposite sidewalls are kept at constant and different temperatures ℎ and , and the horizontal boundaries are perfectly thermally conducting, so that their temperatures attain a linear profile between and ℎ . The flow is described by a set of Boussinesq equations that are rendered dimensionless taking the cube side length H as a characteristic scale, and 2 ⁄ , ⁄ , 2 2 ⁄ as scales of the time , the velocity = ( , , ) and the pressure , respectively. Here is the fluid kinematic viscosity and is the density. The temperature is rescaled to a dimensionless function using the relation → ( − ) ( ℎ − ) ⁄ . Additionally, the dimensionless time, velocity and pressure are scaled, respectively, by
⁄ , and , where = ( ℎ − ) 3 2 ⁄ is the Grashof number, is the gravity acceleration, and is the thermal expansion coefficient. The resulting system of momentum, energy and continuity equations is defined in a cube 0 ≤ , , ≤ 1 and reads
Here = ⁄ is the Prandtl number, and is the thermal diffusivity. All the boundaries are assumed to be no-slip. Two vertical boundaries at = 0,1 are kept isothermal, so that
The dimensionless linear temperature profile at the horizontal boundaries is ( , , = 0) = ( , , = 1) = 1 −
The two remaining boundaries, at = 0 and 1, are called spanwise, and are assumed to be either perfectly thermally conducting or perfectly thermally insulated. Following the notations of [11] ,
we denote a pair of perfectly conducting boundaries as CC, and a pair of perfectly insulating boundaries as AA. Thus, we arrive to two sets of thermal boundary conditions that are considered below CC -CC:
As is noted in [11, 12] , the problem has three symmetries: (i) reflection symmetry with respect to the midplane = 0. ⁄ scaling is to make the velocity values of the order of unity, which allows for more accurate calculations. The form of equations (1) and (2) shows also that
⁄ yields an estimate of the Reynolds number, as is known for natural convection flows (see, e.g., [20] ). As was shown in [21] , the same scale is applied to the vertical velocity in the boundary layers developing near vertical heated walls. Also, as is argued in [13] , the Brunt-Väisälä frequency is estimated also by � ( ℎ − ) ⁄ , so that its dimensionless value obtained using the viscous time scale
⁄ . Thus, the dimensionless time is scaled additionally by the inverse Brunt-Väisälä frequency.
Numerical method

Calculation of the Krylov vectors
The governing equations were discretized by the finite volume method using the same schemes and the same staggered grid stretching as in [11] . The steady flows were calculated by the Newton method and the leading eigenvalue and eigenvector needed for the linear stability analysis were computed by the Chebyshev preconditioned Arnoldi method, using either the ARPACK package [22] or the EB13 module of the HSL library [23] . The Arnoldi method itself is a version of the Krylov subspace iteration, while corrections needed for the Newton method were calculated using either the restarted GMRES or BiCGstab(2) method, both based on the Krylov subspaces [17] . The Krylov basis vectors were calculated using the approach of [19] for the velocity part of the vector, and an additional treatment of the temperature part needed to preserve the temperature boundary conditions in every Krylov vector. The whole approach is briefly described below.
After the linearization, the continuity equation (3), the no-slip velocity boundary conditions, and the boundary conditions (4), (7) remain the same, while the boundary conditions (5) and (6) become homogeneous. The equations (1) and (2) linearized in the neighborhood of a steady flow denoted by , , and Θ are
Altogether, the linearized momentum equation, the continuity equation and the (linearized, if needed) homogeneous boundary conditions form the Jacobian operator that acts simultaneously on the velocity, pressure, and temperature fields. Then the Newton method aimed to computation of a steady state at a certain Reynolds number can be described as follows:
1. Choose an initial guess ( , , Θ);
2. Substitute ( , , Θ) into Eqs (1)-(4) and compute the residual vector ; If ‖ ‖ < exit. The eigenvalue problem associated with the linear stability analysis reads
The steady flow ( , , Θ) is unstable if there exists at least one eigenvalue with a positive real part.
In the following we call the eigenvalue with the maximal real part Λ = Λ + Λ , as well as the associated eigenvector, "leading". The instability sets in at the critical value of Grashof number = , at which Λ crosses the imaginary axis, so that its real part turns from negative to positive. When the instability develops in a slightly supercritical regime, the most unstable disturbance oscillates with the critical circular frequency ≈ Λ and the exponentially growing amplitude is defined by the leading eigenvector.
Note that both the Newton method and the eigenvalue problem (10) treat the same Jacobian operator . Assuming that the equations (1)- (4) and (6)- (7) are discretized by some numerical approach, the Jacobian operator reduces to a Jacobian matrix, which defines either the linear algebraic equation system of Step 3 of the Newton method, or the eigenvalue problem (10) . These two problems are treated here by the Krylov-subspace iteration methods. Namely, the linear algebraic equations system is solved by either BiCGstab(2) or GMRES(n) [17] , and the eigenvalue problem is treated by the Chebyshev preconditioned Arnoldi iteration aimed to finding the rightmost eigenvalues [22, 23] .
Assume that the equations (1) - (7) are discretized by some numerical approach, and
If the expressions (13) are satisfied, the Krylov vectors belong to a subspace of divergencefree vectors satisfying all the homogeneous boundary conditions of the linearized problem.
Contrarily, if, say, any of the constraints (13) are not satisfied, the Krylov iterations will seek the solution in a noticeably "wider" space, which in most cases leads to the loss of convergence. The most common way to overcome this difficulty is application of the Stokes preconditioning that can be computationally realized via carrying out the time steps of either full or linearized problems [24] . It was argued in [25] that the Stokes operator can be replaced by a more general one. This approach is effective for 2D problems, as well as for 3D stability problems with a periodic third direction, where the base flow remains two-dimensional. Applied to a fully three-dimensional problem, like the one considered here, this approach exhibits a slowed down convergence, especially when the grids are refined.
It was noted in [24] and later in [25] that a correct result ( +1) , ( +1) of the problem (12) and (13) can be interpreted as a projection of a vector ( +1) onto the above mentioned subspace of divergent free vectors satisfying all the linear and homogeneous boundary conditions. Similarly, the scalar field ( +1) must be projected onto the subspace of scalar functions satisfying all the linearized homogeneous boundary conditions for temperature. We start a description of our computational procedure from numerical realization of the latter projection.
Assume that ℒ is the Laplacian operator that acts on the temperature and includes all the homogeneous boundary conditions of the linearized problem. Following [26] , we define this operator via Kronecker products of one-dimensional operators as follows. The second derivative operators that include the corresponding boundary conditions at the border nodes are , , and . They act on a row or a column of the grid function = ( , , ), where indices , , and vary between 1 and , and , respectively. Representing , and by matrices and following notations of the Kronecker (tensor) product, we represent the operator ℒ
where , and are identity matrices of the order , and , respectively, and ⊗ denotes the tensor product. For the following we assume that the eigenvalue decompositions of matrices , and are known and are represented as
Here , and are square matrices of the order Nx, Ny and Nz, respectively, whose columns are eigenvectors of the matrices , and . Λ , Λ and Λ are diagonal matrices having the eigenvalues of , and on their diagonals. According to [26] , the operator ℒ can be decomposed as
where
is a diagonal matrix of the order NxNyNz whose diagonal values are Λ � = Λ , + Λ , + , . It is easy to see that the inverse operator ℒ −1 is represented as [26] 
which yields an analytical representation of the inverse Laplacian operator and can be used for a semi-implicit time integration [11, 14] . The numerical realization of the above projection is complicated by the fact that the eigenvectors of a numerical approximation of the Laplacian operator are not necessarily orthogonal. Therefore, one needs either to apply an orthogonalization procedure, or to calculate the corresponding Gram matrix and its inverse. In the following, we choose the second option.
Noticing that the Gram matrix can be defined via the Kronecker products as
where , , and are the Gram matrices of the one-dimensional bases , , and , respectively. Thus, computations of the inverse of the Gram matrix is reduced to the three calculations of the inverse of the one-dimensional matrices
that must be calculated only once and do not require a large computer memory to store them. Then the temperature part of the Krylov vector defined by Eq. (11) is replaced by
Where the superscrtipt T stays for the matrix transpose. The computational cost of calculation of the projection is 1.5 times larger than that of the TPF solver in [14, 26] and can be estimated as
For calculation of the velocity part of the Krylov vector, we apply the approach of [19] , which is based on the SIMPLE [18] iteration. The projection of ( + ) on the subspace of divergence free vector functions satisfying all the boundary conditions is computed via the following algorithm.
Start with ( + ) from Eq. (10), and (12) and (13) . Note that the above iterative procedure makes no assumptions regarding the problem or the numerical discretization scheme, except the assumption of incompressibility. It was successfully applied for the study of stability of a lid-driven flow in a cube [19] , as well as for computation of divergence free projections for the visualization purposes [16] . In the present computations the convergence criterion was | | < 10 −9 pointwise, and was reached in less than 10 iterations.
The above algorithm was applied in the following computations for generation of the Krylov basis for GMRES, BiCGstab(2) and Arnoldi methods. The GMRES method was restarted after each 100 Krylov vectors were computed. In the cases when the GMRES process saturated, its last approximation was supplied to the BiCGstab(2) as an initial guess, which finally yielded a converged solution.
Special attention was paid for an accurate solution of the Poisson equation at Step 1. An analytical TPF (Tensor Product Factorization algorithm) method [14] , based on Eq. (18), was applied for that. Note that since the method is analytical, the solution is obtained to within computer accuracy. Thus, in the computations below, after the Step 2 was completed, the maximal absolute values of the discretized divergence of ( + ) remained below 10 -10 . The TPF solver was slightly modified for computation of the projection of the temperature part of the Krylov vectors via Eq. (21) . Note that this projection is also calculated to within the computer accuracy.
As it was emphasized in [19] , the above way of calculating Krylov vectors allows one to apply the Arnoldi iteration in a mode that allows for calculation of the leading eigenvalue in a single run (see [22, 23] for the details). This is an obvious advantage, which allowed us to complete the computations in all the cases reported below. It should be noticed, however, that convergence of the Arnoldi iteration in this mode can be very slow.
For all grids considered, the converged steady state is obtained after 6 -8 Newton iterations.
At the same time, computation of the Newton correction at each iteration becomes noticeably more difficult with the grid refinement. Thus, for 100 3 grid, it converges within 1000 BiCGstab (2) iterations. Starting from 150 3 grid, the BiCGstab(2) iterations do not converge. After the Arnoldi process was converged, the residuals always were below 10 -10 .
Visualization of 3D flows
To illustrate how different thermal boundary conditions affect the flow, we show the steady state isotherms at = 3.3 × 10 6 , which is close to the critical value (see below) in Fig. 1 . To represent three-dimensional velocity fields we implement the visualization method proposed in [15, 16] . The 3D flow is visualized by divergence-free projections of the velocity field on three sets of coordinate planes, (x,y), (y,z), and (x,z). Namely, we compute three projections 1 , 2 , 3 of the velocity field on subspaces formed by divergence free velocity fields having only two nonzero components in the coordinate directions. This allows us to visualize 3D flow by isosurfaces of the three scalar functions Ψ , Ψ , and Ψ , which are non-zero components of vector potentials of the above projections. The projection vectors are tangent to the isosurfaces so that visualization of a divergence-free three-dimensional flow can be done by three independent frames depicting the vector potentials and the velocity projections (see [15, 16] for details).
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the above visualization approach for steady flows calculated at slightly subcritical = 3.3 × 10 6 for CC -CC (Fig. 2) and CC -AA (Fig. 3) cases. As discussed in [15] , where the visualization of similar flows for the perfectly thermally insulated horizontal boundaries was presented, the vector potential Ψ represents the main convective circulation. The hot liquid ascends and descends along the isosurfaces of Ψ , which represent the main convective circulation. The three-dimensional addition to the main circulation, which takes place in the ( , )
planes, is represented by additional vortical motion in the ( , ) and ( , ) planes which takes place along the isosurfaces of Ψ , and Ψ .
Looking at the patterns of the vector potentials (Figs. 2 and 3 ) it is easy to see similarities and differences of the velocity field in both cases considered. Thus we observe similarity of the patterns of Ψ (cf. Figs. 2d and 3d ). The patterns of Ψ already exhibit some differences: in the CC -CC case (Fig. 2c) , the circulations are located near the central part of the cube corners, while in the CC -AA case (Fig. 3c ) they are shifted downwards near the hot wall = 0, and upwards near the cold wall = 1. The most striking differences are observed in the shapes of the isotherms of Ψ . While the outer envelopes of the main circulation (Figs. 2a and 3a) look similar, the flows inside them (Figs. 2b and 3b) are qualitatively different. The difference is obviously caused by different thermal boundary conditions (6) and (7). We discuss below how this difference reflects into the onset of instability in both flows.
Results
The grid stretching applied in all the calculations was the same as in [11] � , ,
where the stretching parameter can be varied between 0 and 0.12. Most of the calculations are carried out for = 0.12, which is the steepest stretching applied also in [11] . For the reasons explained below, some of the calculations were repeated for smoother stretchings.
It is well established that the primary transition in the 2D models takes place due to the Hopf bifurcation [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Also, in fully three-dimensional time-dependent computations the primary transition of flows is observed to be from a steady to a single-frequency oscillatory state, which also indicates on the Hopf bifurcation [11, 13] . Thus, in the following calculations we monitor one or two pairs of complex conjugated dominant eigenvalues.
Critical Grashof numbers and oscillation frequencies
Critical Grashof numbers calculated on gradually refined grids are reported, together with the critical oscillation frequencies in Fig. 4 . The critical frequencies ( (Fig. 4a) . In the CC -CC case, and the stretching parameter = 0.12, the critical Grashof numbers slowly grow with the grid refinement starting from the 100 3 nodes grid and then for 150 3 for the three finest grids applied. Due to computer limitations, we cannot refine the grid further.
To get more insight in the convergence, we repeated the calculations for = 0, 0.05, and 0.1. For all these stretchings the result for the 256 3 grid arrived at the same value, while at the coarser grids, we did observe the asymptotically-like behavior (Fig. 4a) . Note that the smallest and the largest critical values obtained for the grids finer than 200 3 nodes are 3.429 · 10 6 and 3.441 · 10 6 , so that the difference is below 0.5%. Since the critical frequencies and patterns of the leading eigenvectors remain identical for all the cases, this difference does not affect the further discussion.
In both CC -CC and CC -AA cases, the critical Grashof numbers, as well as the critical frequencies, are close to those corresponding to the instability of the two-dimensional laterally heated square cavity with perfectly conducting horizontal walls, which is ,2 = 2.969 × 10 6 and ,2 = 0.2535 [9] . As will be shown below, patterns of the leading 3D and 2D perturbations are also similar. This similarity indicates on similar reasons that trigger the instability in 2D and 3D formulations, so that explanation of the flow destabilization should be similar in the two-and three-dimensional models.
Results of the direct numerical simulation for this case yield , ≈ 3.3 × 10 6 for both cases, and , = 0.282 for CC -CC and 0.264 for CC -AA cases, respectively [11] . The present linear stability analysis yields slightly larger critical Grashof numbers (see above). Taking into account that the time-dependent integration of [11] was done on the same grids and for the same discretization, these indicate on a subcritical perturbation. Furthermore, in both cases the dominant perturbations preserve all the three flow symmetries, while time-dependent computations [11] showed that in the oscillatory regimes all the symmetries are broken in the CC -AA case, and rotational symmetry and centro-symmetry are broken in the CC -CC case. These are another indication on the bifurcation subcriticality. It is worth mentioning that within the present approach we cannot study direction of bifurcation by means of bifurcation analysis as it was done in [28, 29] .
At the same time, repeating the 2D calculations using the global Galerkin method [28, 29] , we confirmed that the two-dimensional bifurcation is super critical. This shows that in spite of obvious similarities, transition to unsteadiness in the 2D and 3D cases can exhibit also a noticeable difference.
Steady -oscillatory transition of the two-dimensional flow
In this section we revisit the steady -oscillatory transition that takes place in the twodimensional case. As noted above, the critical Grashof number and the pattern of leading perturbation are well established [9, [30] [31] [32] . The absolute values of the 2D perturbations of the temperature and stream are shown by color plots in Fig. 5 . The isotherms and the stream function of the base flow are depicted by black curves in the same figure. Note that the maximal values of temperature perturbation (Fig. 5a,b) are located in the lower left and upper right corners. Near these corners (Fig. 5b) we observe unstable temperature stratification, so that colder fluid is located above the isotherm 0.7 in the upper right corner. Similarly, hotter fluid is located below the isotherm 0.3 in the lower left corner. This observation lead to the assumption about the Rayleigh -Bénard instability mechanism that was first made in [13] , and then repeated in many other studies, e.g., in [11, 31] .
At the same time maximal absolute values of the stream function disturbance (Fig. 5c,d ) are located outside the unstable stratification area, at the border of the region where primary convective circulation splits into several secondary ones. The latter indicates on a possible hydrodynamic (i.e., not connected with the thermal convection) instability mechanism.
Oscillations of the streamlines shown in To gain more insight in the time evolution of the leading disturbance, we plot its history over the oscillation period in Figs. 7 and 8 (see also the corresponding animations). Note, that the disturbance preserves the rotational symmetry of the 2D flow, as it was previously reported in [32] , where the most unstable perturbation mode was presented as Mode 1. We observe that amplitudes of both the stream function and the temperature perturbations start to grow in the lower left and upper right corners, however it is impossible to judge whether their growth is a result of the unstable stratification and the corresponding Rayleigh-Bénard instability mechanism.
A definite answer is obtained by the following computational experiment. Recalling that classical Raleigh-Bénard instability takes place owing to the velocity -temperature coupling terms in Eq. (9) and ⁄ in Eq. (8), we nullify these terms in the linearized eigenvalue problem and rerun the stability analysis. Assigning one or both of these terms to zero leads to increase of the critical Grashof number in more than an order of magnitude. This could already be an answer, but zeroing either of the terms ⁄ , ⁄ , or ⁄ in Eq. (8) also leads to a similar stabilization. At the same time, canceling of all the convective terms in the linearized momentum equation (9) only slightly alter the critical Grashof number and the imaginary part of the leading eigenvalue. Thus, zeroing the terms ( • ∇) and ( • ∇) in Eq. (9), and keeping all the convective terms in the energy Eq. (8), we obtain Λ = 0 at = 2.761 • 10 6 with Λ = 2 • 0.121. We conclude that the observed instability is driven by the buoyancy force and convection of heat in both x and z directions, which appears to be more complicated than the classical Rayleigh -Bénard mechanism. At the same time, convection of momentum does not destabilize the flow.
To describe how the instability sets in, we return to Fig. 8 and the corresponding animation, showing evolution of the temperature perturbation over the oscillation period. We start from the frame denoted as = 3 8 ⁄ ( is the oscillations period), and assume that the temperature is slightly reduced in the lower left corner and/or slightly increases in the upper right corner. The latter corresponds to the maximum and minimum of the temperature disturbance in the frame.
Obviously, this local decrease (increase) of the temperature slows down the local ascending 
Oscillatory instability of the three-dimensional flow
Absolute value of the temperature disturbance is shown in Fig. 9 for both CC -CC and CC -AA cases. Patterns of the absolute value are similar and resemble patterns of the perturbation amplitude reported in Fig. 3 of [11] . In both cases perturbation preserves all the three symmetries.
Observation of the temperature perturbation patterns shown in Fig. 9 in the midplane = 0.5 reveals a strong similarity with their two-dimensional counterpart shown in Fig. 5a ,b. This supports the above assumption about the similarity of 2D and 3D transitions, which was made on the basis of closeness of the 2D and 3D critical values. Thus, the self-sustained oscillatory mechanism in the 3D cases is expected to be similar to the 2D one, which is illustrated and discussed below. This is clearly different from the 2D case where the velocity vector cannot leave the ( , ) plane. Figure 14 shows disturbances of 3D flow motion in the ( , ) planes. The corresponding vector potential Ψ is noticeably weaker than Ψ and Ψ so that this part of the motion can be considered as secondary. We observe here that the vortical motion in the = planes also speeds up or slows down the flow in the midplane = 0.5. However, contrary to two former figures, the flow is affected along the horizontal boundaries in the upper left and lower right corners, which are opposite to the corners where we observed the instability onset. This can be interpreted as a reaction to the perturbed flow advected towards these corners.
Conclusions
In this study, we report the values of the critical Grashof number and critical frequency calculated for two different configurations of the three-dimensional buoyancy convection flow in a laterally heated cubical cavity with perfectly conducting horizontal boundaries, and either conducting or insulating spanwise boundaries. These values are calculated via comprehensive linear stability analysis that included the direct computation of steady state flows, followed by computation of the leading eigenvalue/eigenvector of the linearized stability problem.
The Newton iteration based steady state solver involved Krylov-subspace iteration methods, BiCGstab(2) and restarted GMRES, for solution of the linear algebraic equations required at each iteration. For all the Krylov-subspace iterations methods applied, we used the recently proposed approach of [19] for calculation of divergence-free Krylov vectors that satisfy all the linear (or linearized) homogeneous boundary conditions. The Krylov vectors were calculated using the SIMPLE-like procedure [18] . In this study we complemented the above procedure by calculation of the temperature part of the Krylov vectors, which also satisfies the linearized homogeneous boundary conditions. For this purpose, we built a projection operator that projects arbitrary vectors on the subspace of functions satisfying the boundary conditions needed. The whole approach for calculation of the Krylov vectors does not depend on a problem or on a numerical discretization, so that its applications can be rather wide. Furthermore, the Arnoldi iteration can be carried out in the mode that allows for the direct calculation of the dominant eigenvalue and eigenvector. The latter allowed us to complete the 3D computations on the series of gradually refined grids consisting of 100 3 to 256 3 finite volumes.
Another result of this study is the description of the self-sustained physical process that leads to the oscillatory instability of the flow. First, we have shown that in the 2D and 3D models the instability sets in a similar way. Then, analyzing the contribution of different terms of the governing equations in the onset of two-dimensional instability, we concluded that only buoyancy force and advection of heat play a significant role there. A closer look at the time evolution of the temperature disturbance allowed us to offer an explanation of the self-sustained oscillatory process. Furthermore, we showed that a similar mechanism is observed also in the two threedimensional configurations considered. We discussed also secondary three-dimensional effects of the instability onset that necessarily appear in 3D problems. 
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